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Abstract. Part 1 of the ISO Prolog standard (ISO/IEC 13211) published in 1995 covers the core of Prolog, including syntax, operational
semantics, streams and some built-in predicates. Libraries, DCGs, and
global mutables are current standardization topics. Most Prolog implementations provide an ISO mode in which they adhere to the standard.
Our goal is to improve parts of the Prolog standard already published
by finding and fixing ambiguities and missing details. To do so, we have
compiled a suite of more than 1000 test cases covering part 1, and ran
it on several free and commercial Prolog implementations. In this study
we summarize the reasons of the test case failures, and discuss which of
these indicate possible flaws in the standard.
We also discuss test framework and test case development issues specific to Prolog, as well as some portability issues encountered.
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Introduction

This paper describes work on testing standards compliance of several Prolog
implementations. Part 1 of the Prolog standard [9] and a related textbook [3]
have been available for about ten years. By now all major implementations
declare that they are standards compliant. In spite of this we have found that
there are lots of minor and medium importance details that are interpreted
differently by the implementations tested. In a few cases this is due to ambiguities
in the standard, in lots of other cases there is a clear deviation from the standard.
We believe that even minor discrepancies can make porting Prolog programs very
difficult, and to advocate full adherence we have developed an appropriate test
framework, described in this paper.
The main goal of this work is to improve interoperability of Prolog code,
by clarifying standards compliance of major implementations and pinpointing
sources of non-conformance. Even if the implementations remain unchanged,

these results can help in developing compatibility layers to support interoperability. In long term we hope that our test framework will contribute to the
wider and more precise acceptance of the standard.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the Prolog
implementations used and tested in this work. Section 3 describes the architecture of the test framework. In section 4 we present the results of the testing,
including some basic statistics, a brief analysis of common failures and proposals for standard improvement. Section 5 discusses related work, while in Section
6 we present some conclusions and plans for future work.

2

Implementations tested

It was our goal to test many different implementations, in order to identify
as many problems as possible. Although we focused on free implementations,
we included a commercial one (SICStus) as well. All the implementations are in
active use today (and most of them are under active development), save aprolog.
We did not want to test new or experimental implementations, the first versions
of all of those we tested appeared at least 9 years ago.
These are the implementations we have run the tests on:
SICStus 3.12.3 The original test suite and framework was developed at SICS
in an effort to make SICStus [8] ISO-compliant, so it was natural to keep it
included as well. We have run the tests in the ISO mode of SICStus – the
other, legacy mode is going to be dropped in version 4, anyway. Development
of SICStus started in 1984, more than 10 years before the Prolog standard
was published.
SWI-Prolog 5.4.7 SWI-Prolog [11, 12] is one of most popular, actively developed, free Prolog implementations. It also has an ISO and a legacy mode
– the tests have been run in ISO mode. We had to turn garbage collection
off, because otherwise the application aborted because of a failed assertion
in the middle of the tests. SWI-Prolog exists since about 1990.
YAP 5.0.1 YAP [10] is also an actively developed free implementation. It also
has an ISO mode, but we rather disabled it, because the application crashes
when we try to consult a new source file in ISO mode. YAP has been available
since 1989.
gprolog 1.2.16 GNU Prolog [5, 6] is also a free, WAM-based implementation
with a native code compiler. Although the latest release is from September
2002, there is still activity on the mailing list. GNU Prolog appeared in 1996,
one year after the standard.
Ciao-Prolog 1.10p6 Ciao [2] is a free implementation actively developed by
researchers, with a lot of advanced static analysis tools (e.g. type checking,
instantiation analysis and partial evaluation) integrated. Ciao-Prolog was
released in 1995.
aprolog 1.22 aprolog is an unpublished, minimalistic, very slow standard Prolog implementation by Miklós Szeredi for educational purposes only. It lacks
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a module system, a WAM implementation, a garbage collector, cyclic term
unification, line number reporting for exceptions and unbounded integer
arithmetics. The reason we use it is that it has been developed with standards
in mind – only ISO Prolog, nothing more. And it is also a demonstration that
even simple implementations can be standards compliant. Although aprolog
was written in 1997, some of the built-in predicate implementations date
back to as far as 1984 – 11 years before the standard came out.
When we tried to port the framework to XSB (version 2.7.1), we faced the
need too many registers error when trying to assert a fact with too complicated
arguments (i.e. try asserta(t([a(b),a(b),...,a(b)])) with a list of more
than 260 elements). A major rewrite might thus be necessary for an XSB port.
We are not planning to port the framework to other implementations by
hand, but we are designing a generic approach, that autodetects as much as
possible about the new Prolog system, thus adding the correct port to a new
implementation (or a new version) will be easier and faster.

3

Test suite and framework

This section describes the structure of the software. We first deal with the test
cases and then give an outline of the framework.
3.1

Test suite design

Our test suite consists of 1012 test cases, each corresponding to a section in the
standard. Each test case has the following properties:
meta-information identifier (series : number), author, relevant section number
of the ISO standard, dangerousness indication, irrelevancy conditions;
goal to be executed;
environment in which the goal is executed: files to create, Prolog source files
to load, Prolog flags to alter, cleanup code after running goal;
expectations which determine whether the test run is OK or not. The following outcomes can be expected: success (with possible constraints on variable
substitutions of each solution), failure, exception (with possible constraints
on the exception term). There is a macro expansion facility in the expectations, so they can be written to be more compact and consistent.
Here is an example test case:
test_case(strprop:2, iso_doc, %8.11.8.4
stream_property(S, output),
{[S <-- FOut ], [S <-- COut], ...},
[ pre((open(bar, write, FOut),
current_output(COut))), clean(bar)]).
3

% meta-information
% goal
% expectations
% environ%
ment

The meaning of test case strprop:2 is the following. This is a test case whose goal
is taken from the ISO standard section 8.11.8.4. The test case verifies that if we
open an output stream (FOut), then stream property/2 has to enumerate it as
well as the current output stream. The curly braces signify that the enumeration
order is not significant, and ... signifies that there might be more solutions. It
is possible to prescribe an order using square brackets instead of curly braces.
Some of the tests are dangerous: they hang the process (i.e. they cause segmentation violation, infinite loop or infinite memory allocation) in some implementations, but work fine in others. The reason of the hanging is clear in some
cases (e.g. the unification X=f(X) can hang a Prolog implementation if it does
not support unification of STO (“subject to occurs-check”) terms), but sometimes there is a bug in the Prolog implementation, and the process hangs for
no apparent reason. (Testing halt/1 is also dangerous, because halt/1 aborts
the whole Prolog process, including the framework.) When the standards allows a hang in a particular case, we call the test case irrelevant, otherwise we
call the test case dangerous. The test case can also be irrelevant if it does not
hang the process, but it can be skipped for other reasons; for example, integers
are bounded in some implementations, but unbounded in others, and tests that
check for an int overflow error must be skipped in unbounded implementations.
The framework accepts implementation aspect declarations, based on which
the framework can decide whether a test is irrelevant with respect to an implementation. And even when a test is relevant, its expectations can be made
dependent on the declarations. Currently declarations are not used as much as
they could be: for example, a lot of tests fail, because predicate indicators in
exceptions are not module qualified the same way in all Prolog implementations
– and the test suite expects the SICStus way. The solution would be to introduce
a new declaration for this aspect, and make the corresponding test cases use it.
Declarations could also be used to have dangerous tests skipped; currently they
have to be commented out by hand in the test suite.
The test contains tests from various sources:
iso doc These test cases come directly from the standard [9]. The description
of each built-in predicate contains an Examples section with goals and a
natural language expectation for each goal, which describes what should
happen when the goal is called. We kept the original goals, and formalized
the expectations so the test case can be automatically validated. In addition
to these, the informal examples and tables in the chapters about syntax and
control constructs were also converted to test cases.
eddbali The executable specification of Prolog ([4], see below) has some test
cases included. We have added them in our test suite, except for those having
equivalent counterparts in the iso doc part.
sics The test cases here were added by the authors during the development of
the ISO mode of SICStus Prolog.
pts We added these recently, after we have run the test suite on 6 Prolog implementations.
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3.2

Test framework architecture

The test framework, which runs in the same Prolog process as the tests themselves, considers test cases in the test suite in the order they are defined, and
computes the test result for each of them. Possible test results are dangerous,
irrelevant, failed and OK. Test results are logged, and the log file is later processed by a Perl script for statistics generation and validation of whether all test
cases were considered. If some of the test cases were missing, this could be a
sign that the Prolog process crashed in the middle.
Tests declared dangerous are ignored. If the irrelevancy condition of the test
case with respect to the Prolog implementation is met, the test is considered
irrelevant and it is skipped. Otherwise, the environment of the test is prepared,
the test goal is run, the expectations are checked, the cleanup code is run. The
test is considered OK if the expectations are fulfilled, otherwise it has failed. For
failed tests, the outcome expected and the outcome received are also logged.
The test cases, the contents of all files and Prolog programs needed by the
tests and the macro definitions are collected in a single Prolog source file as facts.
The implementation language of the test framework is also Prolog: there is a big
system-independent part (in standard Prolog), and there are helper files for each
system: the main file, which loads all other files, contains the implementation
aspect declarations, and provides some nonstandard functionality (such as abolish static/1) using implementation-specific predicates; and the utils file, which
implements a compatibility layer providing some utility predicates (such as append/3 and term variables/2). If possible, the utility predicates are loaded from
a built-in module. Other software components are the Perl script that creates
the statistics from the log files, and a Makefile that invokes the implementations
with the appropriate arguments to run the tests.
The software, including our test framework and test suite can be obtained
from http://www.inf.bme.hu/~pts/stdprolog/ . Currently it needs a UNIX
system with Perl, GNU Make and the Prolog implementations installed.

4

Test results

We have run the test suite on the implementations, getting a log file for each
run. The log files contained detailed information about each test case, including
the description of the failures. In this chapter we present the statistics resulting
from the log file, and the conclusions we made from from the failures, including
improvement possibilities for the both the standard and its implementations.
4.1

Statistics and evaluation concerns

The statistics depicted on Table 1 were generated by a script from the test results
log file. The number of failed tests, however, should not be used as a quantitative
measure for the standards conformance of the implementation. That is because
multiple failures can be caused by a single reason. It is also obvious why SICStus
5

passes almost all the tests: the ISO mode of SICStus and the original version of
the test suite have been developed by the same team. It is also not a surprise
that aprolog fails in a few cases only: aprolog has been written from the ground
up to be ISO compliant. The other implementations have quite a lot of failed
test cases. That’s quite reasonable, because they have not been designed with
the standard in mind, but they have been patched after the standard came out.
Table 1. ISO compliance test statistics of 1012 test cases
system

version

#OK

#failed

#dangerous

#irrelevant

SICStus
aprolog
gprolog
SWI-Prolog
YAP
Ciao-Prolog

3.12.3
1.22
1.2.16
5.4.7
5.0.1
1.10p6

1010
996
929
816
632
541

1
7
67
158
363
454

0
0
7
8
7
7

1
9
9
30
10
10

Many implementations (SICStus, SWI-Prolog, YAP, gprolog and Ciao-Prolog) have two modes: an ISO mode and a backwards compatible mode. In the ISO
mode, they try to follow the ISO standard as much as possible, while backwards
compatible mode violates the ISO standard if necessary in order to run legacy
Prolog programs. We ran our test suite with ISO mode enabled, if possible.
gprolog has ISO mode only.
We do not know of any Prolog implementations that provide a strict ISO
mode in which they disable non-ISO built-in predicates, and refuse all extensions,
i.e. constructs forbidden by the standard. For example [1], the standard requires
that an operator atom can be operand only if enclosed in parentheses, e.g. “X= <”
should be changed to “X=(<)”. Many Prolog implementations, including SICStus
and aprolog allow both constructs. This can be considered a syntactical extension
to the standard. We accept both in our test cases. Another example: section
6.3.4.3 of the standard forbids an infix and a postfix operator to have the same
name. On the other hand, some Prolog implementations allow this, which can
also be considered as an extension. However, when the standard explicitly says
that a specific error must be thrown in a specific case, implementations must
respect this, and our test cases validate each of these error conditions.
There is an Errors section for each built-in predicate in the standard. The
standard does not specify the order in which these are checked (see section 7.12),
so our test cases accept any error if more than one is appropriate.
4.2

Errors and other flaws found in the standard

We will present typos and inconsistencies and ambiguity in the standard, revealed by the failed test cases.
6

Sometimes the standard itself is inconsistent. For example, the expression
evaluation Examples in 9.1.7 have error terms which are missing from section
7.9.2c (which enumerates all possible errors during expression evaluation). Our
test cases respect 7.9.2c and expect type_error(evaluable, F/N).
The Examples in 9.1.7 contain several other errors and typos, for example
they expect 0 is 7/35 to be true – which is presumably a typo, and the intended
call is 0 is 7//35. We have fixed those test cases in our test suite.
Section 7.8.3.4 has a bad example, too. It expects call((write(3),3)) to
emit a 3, which contradicts the specification of call/1, which clearly states that
an error should be thrown because (write(3),3) is not callable.
Section 8.14.2.4 is not clear enough whether write_canonical(.) and write
_canonical([1]) must put single quotes around their dots (currently some
implementations do, others do not). The general rule states that the output
must be able to be read back unambiguously, but in this case the ambiguity
depends on the context, i.e. the the writing of layout characters after the dot in
the future.
The standard does not specify what to do with non-ASCII characters in
the Prolog code. For example, should it be possible to load a Prolog source file
containing X = á ? A straightforward solution would be to adopt Unicode, and
to make the byte ↔ character transformation of a text stream specifiable in
Prolog (e.g. using stream flags).
4.3

Suggested additions to the standard

Part 1 of the standard [9] leaves a lot of features open, while part 2 deals with
modules. The standardization of libraries, DCGs, and global mutables is underway. There are other features in existing Prolog implementations to be considered, for example tabling and coroutines using call blocking/freezing. Most
Prolog systems today, however, provide an implementation of these features, but
since there is no definitive standard to do them in a uniform way, each system
implements them differently. In this subsection we will present the nonstandard
features we used in our test framework.
We believe that more power should be granted to the programmer when
querying and manipulating the predicate database. This includes a decent predicate property/2 built-in, which can report whether a predicate is built-in, static,
private etc. There should also be a way to unload a Prolog source file, including
the ability to abolish the static predicates defined in it (abolish static/1).
There should also be a set of standard modules (such as lists and terms). As
of now, many Prolog systems already have these, but with a different syntax.
Although modules are documented in part 2 of the standard, most implementations ignore that. When a predicate indicator is reported in an error (e.g.
type error), its module qualification is not consistent. This should be clarified
in the new standard.
The standard should also specify how to assert, query and retract predicates
in modules other than the current one.
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If the behaviour of the toplevel had been specified in the standard, testing
would have been much easier and safer, because we could treat the Prolog implementation as a black box, and implement the testing framework in a different
process, or we could have run the tests and the framework in a different Prolog
implementation.
As of now, most Prolog systems provide an ISO mode in which they follow
the ISO standard more precisely, but there is no standard way to activate this
mode with a single call. Moreover, some implementations crash soon after ISO
mode has been activated. Others just change the set of visible predicates, but
they do not adjust the semantics of the predicates to make them ISO conforming.
In some implementations, Prolog flags must be adjusted one-by-one to make the
implementation more ISO-compatible. As a solution to this, a new Prolog flag
should be defined which controls whether the system runs in ISO mode or not.
For example, the iso flag with the true value, or the language flag with the iso
value. If the standard introduced a strict ISO mode, a flag should be defined for
this, too. For the Prolog implementations with a command line interface, the
standard should prescribe a command line option (such as --iso) which enables
ISO mode at startup. Activating ISO mode would have the following effects: all
ISO predicates would be made visible, the semantics of some predicates would
be changed to be ISO conforming, existing predicates would be forced to detect
error conditions according to ISO, and to throw ISO conforming exception terms,
Prolog flags would be reset to their ISO default values etc.
Section 7.8.9.4 could clarify what to do when an uncaught exception is encountered and thus a “system error” happens. We suggest printing the original
exception to user error, and then returning control to the toplevel, or – if no
interactive toplevel exists – exiting from the Prolog process.
Since the primary goal of Prolog standardization is to make Prolog programs
more portable across implementations, a standard library should be defined.
There are many features (such as the lists and terms modules, predicates for
manipulating the file system, predicates for TCP/IP communication, capturing
stream output to a string, timeouts, blackboard/flag predicates, predicate mode
and/or type declarations, suspended execution with coroutines and CLP(FD))
already present in multiple Prolog implementations, but because of the small differences in the load and invocation syntaxes and in the semantics, it not possible
to write a portable Prolog program using these widely available features, without
inserting implementation-specific code for each supported implementation.
In order to help the work of adding these common features to the standard (and also to help Prolog programmers write portable code), a compatibility library could be developed, which provides an implementation-independent
interface for these features, and maps all its publicly available predicates to
implementation-specific calls.
4.4

Common failures in implementations

We will discuss the typical reasons that made multiple test cases fail. The discussion covers the areas in which implementations should be improved, without
8

going into details about which test case failed in which implementation. These
details can be found in the test results log available from the web page of our
software.
Some Prolog implementations still use the old, Edinburgh semantics of the
caret, i.e., they look for the caret in the middle of the 2nd argument of setof/3
and bagof/3.
There are problems with stream properties returned by stream property/2.
It is common that standard properties are missing or the default values for
user_output etc. are not compliant.
Some implementations do not make a proper distinction between the endof-stream and past-end-of-stream states. Some of them even allow reading the
EOF indicator after the past-end-of-stream.
There are also some typos in error terms, e.g. type_error(atom,...) is
reported instead of type_error(atomic,...).
It is a common mistake in some implementations that they mix throwing
existence error and domain error when an invalid stream term is passed to them.
Sometimes stream and stream or alias are confused in the error term. The standard is always clear, however, about what and when should be thrown.
In some implementations it is possible to open inherently unrepositionable
files (such as UNIX character devices) with reposition(true).
In some implementations stream property/2 returns the alias user input,
which is not a stream-term, in its first argument. A similar problem is that
current predicate/1 returns built-in predicates.
When a stream error is reported, the stream term associated with the call is
not copied properly, e.g. 42 is indicated instead of ’$stream’(42).
Some implementations confuse character code lists (codes) and character
atom lists (chars), e.g. atom codes/2 returns an atom list instead of a code list.
The standard is always clear about what culprit should be reported in type
error messages. For example, call((true,3)) must report type_error(callab
le, (true,3)) instead of type_error(callable, 3). But some implementations prefer to report the latter, more specific culprit. Our test suite has an
implementation aspect declaration for this. There is a similar problem of reporting a type error when the tail of the 2nd argument of write term/2 is not a list.
Another similar case is that myop should not be part of the error triggered by
op(100,xfx,[myop,’,’]).
Some Prolog flags or flag values are missing in some implementations, e.g.
the flag unknown cannot have value warning. Sometimes the default value of
the flag does not match the defaults prescribed in section 7.11 of the standard.
Sometimes they have false instead of off etc.
There are a lot of problems in arithmetic error reporting. Some implementations make +inf is 1/0, nan is sqrt(-1) or -inf is log(0) true – all of
which must have thrown an evaluation error according to the standard. Sometimes an implementation fails to report an int overflow, and the addition of two
large integers succeed.
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The result of X is 7//-3 depends on the rounding function used (see in section 9.1.3.1) and thus it is implementation-specific: X becomes either −2 or −4.
On the contrary, the semantics of the operations mod and rem are unambiguous,
but some implementations get the sign of the result wrong.
All integer operations must throw an error if they do not receive integer
arguments (e.g. X is 1.0>>2). However, sometimes they just convert the float
they receive to an integer.
Most arithmetic operations can return either an integer or a float – but
rounding operations such as float and truncate have a specific return type (defined
in section 9.1.6). Some implementations, however, do not respect this, and have
7.0 is floor(7.4) instead of 7 is floor(7.4).
Although this is not a validity but a reliability issue, we have to mention the
dangerous tests here: those that hang particular Prolog implementations. We
have found segmentation violations, infinite loops and infinite memory allocations, none of which should ever happen when running Prolog code. Sometimes
we could not even identify a specific test case or set of test cases which created
the danger, for example when the Prolog process died with a failed assertion
in the middle of the garbage collection. But most of the time, the problem
was caused by a single test case, which we found and declared dangerous in
that implementation. For example, atom_concat(A,A,AA) triggered a bug in
the native-language code of atom concat/3 in one of the implementations when
A was an atom already of maximum length, and the bug caused the process
to emit a segmentation violation. In another case, we could identify that testing abolish/1 causes instability, but none of the individual test cases made the
process crash.
We have found many similar fundamental flaws (dangerous or not) in the
error handling code of the built-in predicates in many implementations. Section
7.12.1 is perfectly clear about what to do when an error happens: the call has to
be replaced by an appropriate call to throw/1. On the contrary implementations
tend to throw the wrong error, just fail, print an error message and then fail, or
even crash – none of which is conforming.
Although full stop (.) marks the end of a term only if it is followed by a
layout character, the layout character must not be consumed by read/1 (see
section 8.14.1.4). Some implementations do consume it, however.
There are many problems with read/1, e.g. some implementations cannot
read write(0’\’) or quoted atoms as structure names such as ’is’(1,2) .
Some implementations have problems reading terms when char conversion/2 is
in effect.
The standard expects read/1 to throw a representation error when a limit
(such as maximum atom length) is exceeded. However, some implementations
throw syntax error instead.
Some implementations allow an atom to contain zero-coded characters (e.g.
’\000\’), and they can even read those from text streams.
number chars/2 in some implementations has problems ignoring whitespace
in the beginning of the number.
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clause/2 in some implementations returns a preprocessed predicate body
for dynamic predicates. Not only calls get module qualification, but calls to
built-in predicates are also replaced to calls to implementation-specific, hidden
predicates.

5

Related work

We have gathered tests from various sources when compiling our test suite,
see Subsection 3.1 for the details. The ISO working group X3J17 dedicated to
improve the Prolog standard has also published a test suite [7] of 570 test cases.
Most of them are directly copied from the standard, similarly as our 675 iso doc
test cases.
[1] suggested that the ISO Prolog standard was not taken seriously, and most
implementations were not compliant. We believe that a test suite like ours, which
works in multiple Prolog implementations can reveal many specific problems,
which implementors can focus on if they strive for standards compliance. We
are planning to publish a detailed technical report and notify the implementors
about the failures we have found.
The standard has a formal semantics in its appendix. This semantics is formalized such a way that the specification can be executed – thus we can get a
completely compliant implementation. The text of the appendix, the executable
specification and an executor implementation in Prolog is available separately
[4]. The executable specification, as it is now, is very inefficient, and it also has
some limitations and bugs, see section 2.5 of [4].

6

Conclusion and future work

A good programming language standard makes writing portable programs possible – provided that the standard covers all the features used by the program,
and that implementations conform to the standard. Validation tests can reveal
weak spots of the standard and also problems in the implementations. We have
written a test framework and compiled a test suite in order to explore the areas
in which the Prolog standard and its implementations can be improved. We have
analyzed the test results, classified the reasons why some cases failed, identified
common problems and even some weaknesses of the Prolog standard. It was not
our goal to fix the problems, but to attract attention of the implementors and
the creators of the standard to them.
Our test suite covers most other test collections available ([9, 4, 7]), and our
test framework has been ported to several Prolog implementations, thus it can
be considered general.
It is our primary goal to cooperate with the standard designers and Prolog
implementors. We are planning to improve and extend the test suite, and port
the test framework to as many implementations as possible. But in order to
get others involved into our work, first we have to polish the framework and
document it properly. First we are planning to publish a technical report for the
11

implementors, with the failed tests documented in detail, so they can start fixing
the problems.
Currently it is hard to port the framework to a new Prolog implementation:
the programmer has to adjust a lot of settings and write helper predicates after
a careful study of the Prolog implementation – and they do not get proper
feedback if they do it wrong. To help this, we are working on an autodetection
mechanism similar to GNU autoconf, and we’re also writing a porting tutorial.
More implementation aspect declarations should be added instead of commenting out test cases. It is important to have as many declarations as possible,
because they can eliminate a lot of false non-compliance messages at once, and
they can also reduce the risk of dangerous test cases. Most declarations should
be auto-detected instead of being specified manually.
The handling of dangerous tests should be improved. It should be possible to declare an implementation-specific danger level for each test case, and
the framework would skip that test or run it in a separated process time- and
memory-constrained if necessary. (This would also make the effect of an uncaught exception testable.) Semi-automatic tools should be developed to help
the programmer find the dangerous test cases.
The test framework ignores module qualification when it validates dynamic
clause bodies or error culprits. However, in some cases this is not precise enough,
for example in the example of section 8.9.3.4, the call to retract((foo(A) :A,call(A))) might have to be replaced by retract((foo(A) :- A,call(user:
A))) in order to succeed when the clause foo(X) :- call(X), call(X) is asserted. That’s because asserting involves module qualification, which transforms
the clause to foo(X) :- call(user:X), call(user:X) .
The effects of some tests are hard to describe in the current framework (e.g.
when both cyclic terms and module qualification is involved). This should be
improved.
Some Prolog implementations have problems parsing the test suite, even
when it is in functional notation, e.g. some of them cannot parse 0’\’ as an
integer constant. To help this, the framework should have its own, standard
compliant reimplementation of read/2, and it should use this to read the test
case clauses.
As the standard develops, and possibly new parts get added, the test suite
has to be extended correspondingly. It would be useful if the standard itself had
a formal test suite in its appendix, in addition to the informal Examples for each
built-in predicate.
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